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Cluster Scheduler

Robert Bonde

Sammanfattning

Pharmacia Diagnostics utvecklar maskiner, instrument för automatisk testning av olika
patienters blodprov. Allergitest av olika allergier är de mest vanliga testerna som utförs på
dessa instrument. Det finns i nuläget två stycken olika instrument. På stora laboratorier där
man gör många test behöver man flera instrument för att kunna utföra alla test som man
vill göra. Varje instrument har dock begränsningar i vad de kan klara av pga prestanda,
olika kemi i testen och för varje test som instrumentet utför åtgår det konsumtionsvaror i
instrumentet. Med en grupp av instrument (cluster) blir det svårt att överblicka
intrumentparken och veta var man bäst placerar ett blodprov från en patient för att utföra
de test som önskas.

Mitt examensarbete gick ut på att med hjälp av systemanalys och optimering göra en
modell och ett program i programmeringsspråket C++ där man rekommenderar operatören
av instrumenten i vilket instrument utgående ifrån instrumentparkens förutsättningar som
operatören ska placera ett prov. Dvs en fördelare (scheduler) av prov. Fördelningen sker så
att ett prov helst inte behöver analyseras i mer än ett instrument för att utföra de test man
vill göra och att instrumenten inte behöver laddas med konsumtionsvaror för ofta samt att
instrumenten utnyttjas mera jämt.

Examensarbete 20 p i Molekylär bioteknikprogrammet

Uppsala universitet September 2001
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1 INTRODUCTION

Pharmacia Diagnostics develops instruments for automation of immunoassay tests like allergy
and autoimmunity on human blood samples. Pharmacia Diagnostics does not plan to make one
single giant instrument to perform all kinds of analyses. Instead, the labs will have several
instruments running in parallel.

In a high capacity laboratory conducting approximately 5000 tests per day, it is difficult to get an
overview of the tests being conducted. Using the machines in a smart way can be a problem. It is
not easy to know where to optimally place a sample in the system running several parallel
instruments. The set-up should also be user-friendly to a person with limited training on the
technique. A Cluster Scheduler (CS) is a tool that will give the operator recommendations on
how to load the instruments with samples according to the instrument parameters, in a way that
optimises the throughput of the lab.

Every kind of instrument has some kind of limitations. Every test consumes consumption wares
in the instrument. The instrument also has limitations on what kind of tests it can analyse. CS
will reduce the number of times a sample must be moved between instruments to perform all the
requested tests. The machine storage must also be used in an optimal way.

For the moment, there are two types of instruments on the market, the UniCAP 100 and the
UniCAP 1000 Japan. The cluster scheduler described in this degree project optimises the
analysis process for the UniCAP 100 and the UniCAP 1000 VLS (Very Large System), an
instrument built on the platform of the UniCAP 1000 Japan, but which has not been released yet.
This new instrument will be the workhorse of a diagnostic lab with a near tenfold increase in
capacity compared to the UniCAP100.

Observe that the CS simulates the instrument configuration and load of storage that the operator
of the system has done. It does not suggest how to load the instrument with reagents and
ImmunoCAPs. Every lab in the world has a unique set-up for loading according to factors such
as population, geographic area and season of the year.

Cluster scheduling is a function that Pharmacia Diagnostics would like to implement. The idea
has been around for a while. The parameter and modelling research is of interest in order to see if
cluster scheduling is possible in this case, and also to see how it can be implemented. When the
UniCAP 1000 VLS is introduced on the market, the goal is that a Cluster Scheduler will be a
useful part of the software in the central server that will have control of the clustered
instruments. The figure in appendix 12.1 shows an example of a laboratory set-up (Produced by
Peter Forsgren, Instrument and Software (I&S) Pharmacia Diagnostics). The cluster scheduling
will act as a part of the server shown in the figure.
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2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

2.1 Allergy test
Allergy can be described as a malfunction of the human immune system causing a violent
reaction against normally harmless substances. These substances are generally referred to as
“allergens”. When an allergy is developed, one must be exposed to an allergen for a reaction to
occur. Allergens stimulate the body to produce antibodies specific to that allergen. A common
antibody associated to allergies is Immunoglobulin E.  The bodys reaction to the allergen causes
an inflammation, which can lead to symptoms such as fever, eczema and asthma..The more
common symptoms are hay fever, watery eyes and sneezing [16].
   In 1967, scientists in Uppsala and Baltimore discovered this antibody, IgE. The discovery of
IgE has led to different immune assay methods based on the possibility finding out what you are
allergic to, by testing what antibodies your blood contains [11, 12].

Figure 1. Solid Phase, the immunoassay reaction chamber. Photo Robert Bonde.

There are two major types of diagnostic tests in the UniCAP system. The two have different
kinds of Solid Phase (Figure 1 and 2). The ImmunoCAP consists of a cellulose derivative with
specific allergens enclosed in a capsule. This solid phase has a very high binding capacity, about
150 times higher than the inner surface of a traditional coated tube. This, together with other
features, gives the test system high speed, precision and reproducibility [1]. The second type of
Solid Phase, EliA Well has its inner surface covered with either antigens (used to bind specific-
antibody analytes) or specific antibodies (used to bind antigen analytes). The 2 dimensional
surface affords enough precision for these tests at high speed. The ImmunoCAP has a hole in the
capsule at the bottom where the solutions can go through while EliA Well hasn’t. This makes the
methods so unlike that they cannot be run at the same time in the instruments of today. In the
future instrument UniCAP 250 this will be possible, but this kind of dual function instrument has
not been included in my study.
   Both diagnostic families Solid Phases are stored in carriers with 16 or 10 (less frequent) in
each carrier.

Figure 2. ImmunoCAP carrier. Photo Magnus Hansson I&S.

EliA Well
ImmunoCAP

ImmunoCAP
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IgE
Antibody

Allergen

ImmunoCAP

ImmunoCAP

2.1.1 Test principle:
A schematic presentation of the test principle produced by Kent-Åke Karlsson, I&S and
modified by the author [20].

   1/
A balanced mixture of relevant inhalant
allergens, covalently coupled to the
ImmunoCAP™ reacts with the specific
IgE in the patient serum sample.

   2/
After washing away non-specific IgE,
enzyme-labelled antibodies against IgE
are added to form a complex. (Conjugate
reaction)

  3/ After incubation, unbound enzyme-
labelled anti IgE is washed away and the
bound complex is then incubated with
a developing agent. (Development reaction)
The substrate contains a reporter and a
quencher that is separated by the anti IgE
enzyme.

   4/

After stopping the reaction, the
fluorescence of the eluate is measured.
The response of a serum sample is
compared to the response of the
reference.

ImmunoCAP

ImmunoCAP
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2.1.2 Methods
Pharmacia Diagnostics has 11 different methods that use the same technology. They are
presented in Table 1, grouped after different illnesses.

Table 1. Test Methods in UniCAP system.

Group Method Solid Phase
Allergy Specific  IgE ImmunoCAP

Total IgE ImmunoCAP
Phadiatop ImmunoCAP
Tryptase ImmunoCAP
Specific IgG ImmunoCAP
Specific IgA ImmunoCAP

Asthma ECP ImmunoCAP
Cileac disease Gliadin IgA ImmunoCAP

Gliadin IgG ImmunoCAP
Autoimmunity TG/TPO ImmunoCAP

EliA IgG EliA Well

Every method requires special solutions, thus limiting the number of methods that every
instrument can handle. Method specific solutions are conjugate -, development - and stop –
solution. Specific-IgE (s-IgE) has 500 different tests and which constitute 80% of the analyses
made on the UniCAP system worldwide. There are totally 600 different tests with test mixes
available for the system [1]. The probability distribution functions (pdf) of tests, i. e. the
probability that a test will occur in a batch of requested tests are different in different countries
and in different labs, since some are specialised on particular group of tests. Variations with the
time of the year are also great due to pollen season etc.

2.2 UniCAP® 100∈

Figure 3. The UniCAP 100 instrument, an overview. Photo Robert Bonde

Sample carousel

Solid Phase dispenser
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UniCAP 100 (UC100) is a semi-automated instrument including software for immunodiagnostic
laboratory testing (Figure 3 and 4). It is designed to handle all the steps from request to result. It
distributes samples, Solid Phase and reagents, and processes all the steps from incubation,
washing, measuring to calculating and printing result. The instrument can have two
configurations. One with the most frequent ImmunoCAP and the other with autoimmunity, EliA
Well. UC100 can manage 4 methods at the same time unless the UC100 is configured for
autoimmunity – EliA when it only handles one single method. The limit load of Solid Phase is
48 samples and that is  why the UC100 can  analyse a maximum of 48 tests in every batch.

Figure 4. The Sample Carousel in the UniCAP 100 instrument loaded with some method solutions and samples.
Photo Robert Bonde

The instrument is batch fed. Requests, reagents and Solid Phase are loaded manually. The
process is then started and it takes 2,5 hours [14]. The UC100 stores calibration curves (CAL). A
new calibration curve has to be done approximately once a month (28 days) for every active
method. Curve controls (CC) are used to verify that the stored calibration curve is valid for the
reagents used in the actual assay run. For each method in the batch request, two CCs must be
run. One CC contains a double control point. Thus the maximum number of samples that can be
included in one batch is 44 (48-2*2) tests. Quality control (QC) can be added to every assay run
to control the variation of a test result.

2.2.1 UniCAP100 RM
UniCAP100 RM is a manager for the UC100 instrument in a cluster of 2-5 instruments. The
UniCAP 100 RM is software for PC platforms. It controls the assay set-ups by distributing
samples to the different instruments according to the requests entered either in the PC by the
operator, or downloaded from a universal server system (Mainframe). Observe that the UniCAP
100 RM does not tell the operator how to load the instruments to make the testing more efficient,
but by coordinating the instruments to one PC the data input and result reporting become more
efficient [17]. The UniCAP100 RM will be replaced by the UniCAP Data Manager (UDM) in
the future (see 2.4).

Method solutions

Samples
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2.3 UniCAP 1000 VLS

Figure 5. The UniCAP 1000 Japan instrument, photo Björn Hedin, Instrument and Software (I&S).

The UniCAP 1000 VLS (VLS) instrument is under development. A working version of this
instrument is the UniCAP 1000 Japan (Figure 5). However, the UC1000 Japan does not fulfil the
European and American demands. The next generation VLS instrument is designed to do it. The
VLS is a continuous-use, fully automated instrument with a large capacity. The VLS can give the
operator much more information than existing instruments about the samples loaded in the
machine, the status, storage or the calibration time-point.

The VLS has a cooled ImmunoCAP storage with capacity of storing 600 ImmunoCAP carriers
(Figure 6 and 7). The VLS can handle three different methods at the same time. The instrument
can not handle EliA Well, but these tests are more rare and are readily done in the UC100. There
might be ImmunoCAP types in the storage that cannot be used because the method liquids are
not loaded for that ImmunoCAP type. This makes it more complicated in the optimisation where
the ImmunoCAP storage is of importance. By dead counting, the instrument has control of how
many analyses can be made in a method before new liquids must be loaded.

Figure 6. ImmunoCAP storage with
cooling coil. Photo Björn Hedin, I&S

Figure 7. Rack, Conjugate storage and bar code reader.
Photo Björn Hedin, I&S

Bar code reader

Conjugate
storage

Rack
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The VLS does not handle single samples. The samples are instead grouped in a rack containing
1-10 samples (Figure 8). The large capacity would make handling of single samples complicated.
The optimisation will be done as if the rack were be one big sample unit.

Figure 8. A rack with ten samples and a bar code identity. Photo Robert Bonde

A bar code reader will give the VLS control of the racks and samples loaded. The Conjugate
storage carries three methods. The VLS can be loaded with approximately 20 racks in the bar
code reader (see Figure 7). That means about 1000 tests for one day of testing. Loading of racks
to the instrument is quick and easy. Once a rack passes the bar code reader it can not be moved
until it has been analysed. Recently a feedback function that reports when the rack is fully
processed has been added to the system. Now the rack can be moved when it has passed the
phase where reagents are added. Before advancing to the bar code reader position, the queue of
racks can be reconfigured and a new rack can be placed from the first position to the last.

Load of wash- and stop- solutions will not stop the instrument. To load ImmunoCAP carrier
during run demands a stop of 10 minutes. When a Conjugate solution change is to be carried out,
a warning 47 min before the change stops the feeding of new tests. For a change of Development
solution, the warning that will stop the feeding of new tests is given 90 min before stop time. A
change can not be done when the robot arm is crossing the working area. [18]

2.4 Cluster Scheduler, a part of UDM
The UDM (UniCAP Data Manager) is a PC-based software that will control the UniCAP 1000
VLS system and act as a link between the lab central computer (Mainframe) and the instruments.
It will be possible to connect 1-5 instruments to a PC. In the future it will also be possible to
connect a UniCAP 100 and a UniCAP 250 to an UDM, which will increase demands on an open
and flexible design. An example of a possible lab set-up is presented in the appendix 12.1. The
UDM Cluster Scheduler needs a function to help the user to operate and load the instruments
with samples. The CS will basically be a simulation software working together with the UDM
that has control of the surroundings.

The main functions for the UDM are:
- Import and handling of sample requests from Mainframe for further distribution to instruments
- Approval and export of results back to mainframe
- Presenting quality logs from the instruments
- Presenting system logs and status from the instruments
- Overarching store information from instruments
- Reports, print-outs
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2.5 Parameters
As seen in Appendix 12.2, many parameters are required in order to model this problem. I have
considered them in the model and tried to sort out the most important ones. The model would
otherwise be very complex and take more time.
   In some cases the parameters must be cross-checked. For example when there is a type of
ImmunoCAP in the storage, but the instrument does not carry the method solution for that type.
Another example would be when a new calibration curve or a QC needs to be run on the UC100
when the instrument needs calibration for the test result. Cal and QC are made as sample tests
and must be analysed before patient tests can be tested with that specific method. The number of
other possible tests in the batch is reduced.

2.6 Delimitations and restrictions
The UC100 is difficult to optimise for maximum throughput and it is tricky in many ways. One
reason for this is the instrument´s not giving the environment enough information. Because it is
batch fed, it is important to fill the instrument so that it can perform its maximum number of
tests.  Analysing one batch will take nearly the same time if one or 48 analyses are run. Also the
instrument doesn’t tell in advance when it will run a full calibration curve for a method, making
it hard to know how many tests that can be done in the batch. The instrument does also need to
run a CC for every method that the instrument will analyse.

The cluster scheduler cannot have the feedback that the samples are loaded in the instrument,
since it cannot reduce the sample test queue until the samples have been analysed. In UC100, it
is not advisable to enter a sample for which not every test can be done, because the batch is filled
up. This sample should be run in a batch where all the tests can be done and make space to
another sample with fewer tests. CS doesn’t know if there is a suitable sample that will come
later on, and the optimisation algorithm will have difficulties putting a sample in a machine
queue not according to FIFO and priority. This is described further under the queue title.

The operator can load immunoCAPs during a run in the VLS. Then the prerequisites change.
This is difficult to get into the model. On the other hand this is an unnormal act. The simulated
racks will remain in their queues and not be reoptimised automatically in this case. Because of
reading the ImmunoCAP storage before every optimisation set, the optimisation will always be
based on actual storage.

The VLS instrument has control of every method solution in the instrument and the amount left.
Thereby the number of number of different method tests that can be done can be deduced. This
will make the optimisation complex and is therefore not included in the optimisation. The
instrument should be loaded with lot of solutions before start and thereby avoid the situation that
a specific method solution is used up.

2.7 Arrival of samples to the lab
The arrivals of samples to a lab are different for every lab depending on the logistics and
distance in the area. Most of the samples arrive in the forenoon. The arrival can be seen as a
gamma distribution, Γ(2). One lab can get several deliveries of samples every day, while another
once a day. Typically, the lab starts analysing the samples after they have got a pool of requests.
They want to avoid running half-filled instruments (UC100), and rather wait until full
instruments can be run. Depending on lab size, the request pool limit varies before start
analysing for every lab. When the operator finds it suitable for distributing samples the CS will
start.
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2.8 The sample and rack status
A sample will have varying status during the analysis process in the UDM. When the sample is
in the instrument it is ‘running’, after analysis is finished it gets the status ‘analysed’ and when
the analysis is approved the sample gets ‘reported’. When a sample reaches ‘reported’ status it
will leave the system. The bar code reader in the VLS gives the information about the rack in the
instrument currently ‘running’.
Recently, the information of ‘rack ready pipetted’ has been made as a report message from the
VLS to the UDM. One can now check if the rack must continue testing in another instrument or
if it is ready analysed instead of waiting until rack ready analysed. The samples in the rack and
the rack itself will not be erased from the system until it is reported.

3 SIMULATION

3.1 Simulation description

3.1.1 The Operator role
The idea of the CS is to give the operator a recommendation where to load the samples and racks
in real time. Mostly the samples arrive to a lab in the morning and are reported in the evening.
The VLS instrument is often loaded first thing in the morning, and the goal is not having to refill
the instrument with reagents and ImmunoCAP during the rest of the day. When loading is
finished, the system will work by itself and all the operator needs to do is to watch the process,
until CS gives a new recommendation. If the operator is on a coffee break or something else, the
recommendation will still be there and made when the operator returns.

Because the system doesn’t exist for the moment it is impossible to clock the operator times and
try to decrease them. The effort must at this stage be to minimise the operations the operator has
to do.

The UC100 needs a startup configuration time of 20-30 min depending on the operator´s skill for
every batch load. Then the UC100 starts analysing the batch without disturbance or more loads
[14].

If a rack needs to be rerun or moved to another instrument, the operator moves the rack to the
right place with help of the CS recommendation. Sometimes a rack must be split. The operator
then takes the actual sample or samples from the rack and places them according to the CS. If the
operator places the sample or rack incorrectly, the instrument will register the sample or rack and
make tests it can manage. The operator should also suspect an error when a sample is loaded into
the UC100 with a test that cannot be done according to method set-up. The VLS is aware of the
samples and the rack when the rack has passed the bar code reader, and the UC100 is aware of
the sample when the instrument is started. Until the instrument has read it, the sample or rack can
be moved. When the incorrectly placed object is to be removed from the queue and the sample or
rack isn´t there, the CS will check in the other queues and then report that the load is incorrect
according to CS. When the sample or rack that was placed in the wrong instrument is ready, a
check is done to see if it is ‘ready analysed’. If the rack or sample has tests left it will be
optimised and put in the queue to the best instrument with higher priority; that means the same
procedure as if it would have been a correctly loaded sample or rack.
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3.1.2 Communication VLS-UDM
The VLS sends information actively to the UDM. The VLS also has a lot of information that can
be requested. The VLS actively sends a message when a rack passes the bar-code reader, when a
rack has been pipetted, when samples in a rack are ready analysed, the result report, and the
status. The UDM can then transmit this information to CS. Data that can be asked for and that is
of interest for CS are information about the method solution configured, the actual ImmunoCAP
store, and the samples and racks in the instrument (after bar-code reader).

3.1.3 Communication UC100-UDM
The UC100 is a more closed instrument. The information sent here is “sample ready analysed”,
the result report and if a calibration curve must be run. Data that can be requested for and are of
interest are the method configuration (autoimmune-EliA or not), the status, and the sample
loaded.

3.2 Event driven simulation
CS is an event oriented simulation where a queue-server system simulation is run with
procedures. For every event one or more procedures start. The simulation is not done to an event
scheme depending on time. Here the simulation uses the information transmitted from the UDM
and it´s communication with the surroundings. The simulation depends on events outside the CS
and that starts an event. The CS doesn’t itself contain the event list, it only contains the actions
with procedures to different events for the simulation. When the CS catches an event, CS will
make the necessary procedures. Examples on events are:
- Rack in machine = the rack has passed the bar code reader, the rack should be removed from
machine queue.
- The operator tells the CS to optimise the newly income racks in the request pool = the racks are
optimised and put in machine queues.
- A rack returns from a machine = check if ready analysed (all tests done in the rack), if not,
increase priority and optimise the rack in the instrument cluster.

All events (=external events) that effect the system are introduced by a windows handler that
submits the information to CS from the UDM by calling specific procedures that will handle the
events. The CS is a centralised scheduler where all requests are distributed to instruments during
the simulation from a central optimiser, instead of a multi-agent scheduler.

Cluster Scheduler can be seen as a two-part problem, consisting of simulation and optimisation.
The simulation part will handle the arrival, service and departure handling in an event driven
way, while the optimisation will decide where the service should me made. It can be viewed as a
“Optimizer Support System” as presented in figure 9. [10]
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Figure 9. Optimiser support system [10] A simulation with optimiser support.

3.3 Time
Time can be excluded from the CS since the event driven simulation makes the procedures when
an event happens. Instruments of the same kind work with the samples at approximate same time
difference (the incubation times are the same). The length of the queue in number of tests is a
way to measure the time that a VLS will spend on servicing the queue, and in UC100 the batch
will take approximately the same time independent of number of tests. Therefore the queue
length is a parameter in the optimisation algorithm, but not the only one. The main objective of
the optimisation is to minimise the number of times the operator has to move a rack/sample or
refill the machine. This will reduce operator working time and analysing time.

For simulations, the different times of serving and arrival of samples are often determined, but in
the CS simulation the time is not a central component. Simulation is done for the instrument
cluster set-up in real time. The queue distributions are made by looking for where the sample
best fits, and by looking at the queue length. In this case the queue length is proportional to
analysing time. If a sample needs to be analysed in two instruments instead of one, the time of
analysing will be nearly doubled, because the sample is locked in the instrument while analysing
and the operator needs to load a sample in another instrument. For racks the ‘rack ready pipette’
function will reduce analysing time 1/3 to 1 that for analysis in another VLS instrument. 1 = no
time saving from the function compared to ready analysed. 1/3 = the rack can be moved before it
is ready analysed in the first instrument and in the lucky case the rack can be moved after
approximately 45 min (instead of after 2-2,5h when the analysis is ready).

3.4 Queue theory
According to Udo W Pooch et al there are five characteristics that need to be explained for a
queue [3].

3.4.1 The arrival pattern
In the Cluster Scheduler, the arrival of the sample to the allergy testing machine is after the
optimisation is done. The unit can be a single sample or a rack of samples, depending on
machine type, the UC100 gets single samples and the VLS takes  racks. Arrival to the system
will come when new requests enter the system. They will be stored until the operator orders
optimisation of new samples/racks. The samples/racks will then be transferred to the optimiser
before they are distributed to the instruments. Another arrival is samples and racks that have
returned with requests left. They will be distributed immediately after returned.
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3.4.2 The service process
In the UC100,  the samples are batch fed. The number of methods used in one batch will reduce
the maximum number of patient tests that can be examined in a batch, due to the need for CC for
every new method. VLS is continuosly fed and serves racks. When a queue to any machine
grows long, the optimiser will be punished to put a new test in that queue. The queue in the VLS
will be reduced after the event of the rack passing the bar code reader. In UC100 the queue will
be removed after analysis is finished or removed by operator.

3.4.3 The queue discipline
In general, the queue will be First-In-First-Out (FIFO), but there will also be a priority that will
make sure that we get a better flow through. Samples and racks that already have been run get an
increased priority in the rerun. That will not affect the optimisation, but when the rack/sample is
put in the queue, these will be put before those racks/samples that has a lower priority in the
queue. Once a rack/sample is placed in the queue it is placed there and cannot jump to another
queue unless the machine status is changed.

3.4.4 The system capacity
The capacity depends on the machine type and the number of machines. One VLS can make
1000 tests/day but the UC100 can do a maximum of 88 (48+48-(2CC1+2CC2=4)*2times, one
method used in batch) tests. The number of tests waiting in queue is almost infinite. The samples
and racks can be stored in a refrigerator while waiting to be analysed.

3.4.5 The number of parallel servers
The number of parallel servers varies. Normally 2-5 parallel servers will be employed. Every
machine has its own queue.

3.5 Cluster Scheduler Simulation
The simulation Schedule can be seen in appendix 12.3, where the arrows mainly are samples and
racks that flow in the system. The simulation is built up of several objects, presented with a short
description in Table 2.

Table 2. Cluster Scheduler main objects.

Object Description
Windows handler Outside of the CS, submits the events to

Central_Job_Scheduler
Central_Job_Scheduler Deals with the events and makes the necessary

actions to every event. Includes the
RequestList with every sample and rack in the
system.

Scheduler A linked list with all new free Samples and
Racks. They will be put there until the
windows handler tells the CJS that
optimisation shall start.

Optimiser Holds an optimise list where the optimiser pick
elements and moves them into instrument
queues until the list is empty

VLS Virtual VLS with actual queue and storage
UC100 Virtual UC100 with actual queue and method

settings
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In the simulation, the flow of samples and racks passes different stages. Test objects will pass the
scheduler where they will be stored until the user gives the order to optimise. Thereon they will
be placed in a machine queue. After passing the queue, they will be served and then returned to
the windows handler that submits the event to the CS that will check if a sample/rack should be
optimised again, or wait until ‘reported’ (approved testing). See also appendix 12.3.1-2.

This simulation gets more complicated because all servers cannot serve a sample or a rack, as a
Central Job Scheduler for the Bonomi system where a job can be done at any server [8]. There
the parameter is only queue length and the speed of the processor. Here a Job must be selected to
an instrument where it can be analysed and also the cluster resources must be utilised in a better
way. Since the system is not in use yet, it is hard to estimate the actual time savings and the
improvements in the use of resources. This program however makes it easier for a user to place a
sample/rack in the system.

3.5.1 Configuration
The VLS system is configured and the stores are loaded by the operator. The CS will then be
optimising the tests according to the stores in the VLS instruments. UC100 can have the two
configurations  “Autoimmune-EliA” or “not”. Solid Phases and solutions are loaded for the
actual batch.

3.5.2 Queue
There is a number of queue parameters that must be kept in mind. The length of the queue is
important for deciding the queue penalty in the optimisation as described in the optimisation
part. Tests that need to be done in the queue, are also of importance for optimisation depending
on the actual ImmunoCAP storage when the rack will be analysed. Possible storage is Loaded
method ImmunoCAP storage minus virtual queue tests  minus tests left in rack in instrument (the
racks after bar code reader). For the UC100, a special penalty for test volume that exceeds batch
size is needed.

3.5.2.1 Queues in the program
- Queue to every machine
- Two “optimise lists”, a list of racks and a list of free samples that will be optimised
- Two “Scheduler lists”, a list of new “free” samples and a list of new racks to store the new ones
before they enter the system.
- Two “Request lists”, for racks and free samples, to keep track of which  objects are in the
system.
- Result log, a file to register every optimisation done. For every new optimisation round (the
optimisation list is registered to the log file).

3.5.3 Procedures in the CS
-Start up the CS, create the objects and lists.
-End the CS, ask the operator if the day is finished if no samples/racks are left in the request pool
or if the operator wants to quit.
-New racks/samples arrive and will be placed in scheduler list.
-Activate distribution of new samples/racks.
-Sample is coming back (Analyse ready). Check if the sample is finished or if the sample must
be analysed in another machine. If coming back, the priority factor must be increased. If priority
factor larger than others, the rack will be placed first in the queue, normally the new rack is
placed last in queue.
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-‘Rack ready pipetted’. Check if rack has more tests left. If not, wait for “reported”. If tests left,
let the rack get higher priority and optimise it again.
-If the CS optimiser is activated again, place the samples/racks in optimisation list, check
information about status. For the VLS, also check storage and the racks in the machines.
-If a sample/rack is reported, remove it from the internal RequestList.
-If “status down” is indicated for an instrument, and the operator wants to distribute the queue to
other instruments, an emergency scheduling[19] will start.

3.5.3.1 The CS must have control over
-If a new sample that is already in the request list arrives to the CS. For that sample, higher
priority must be given and optimisation carried out. (It needs to be re-analysed).
-Queue length for every machine.
-Tests in the rack. What is ready and what is not (SampleReadyAnalysed). If not, optimise the
rack again.
-Sample objects, rack objects.

3.5.4 Information flow from the program to the machines or the surroundings
-Result presentation.
-When the rack is passing the bar code reader in the machine (take away the rack from the
machine queue).
-Machine status.
-Machine storage. Solid Phase, solutions etc.
-When sample/rack is reported (approve analysed) and no tests left, it will be removed from
request list.
-The operator decides to optimise. All new racks and samples in scheduler list will be placed in
sample and rack optimise list, optimised and placed in machine queues.
-If status down in an instrument. Give a question if the sample/racks should be optimised to other
machines.

4 OPTIMISATION

4.1 Optimisation, a good recommendation
Optimisation in this case is not a real optimisation, but the term will be used in this report. The
algorithm is not guaranteed to find the unique best solution (global optimum), but the
optimisation algorithm will give a good recommendation and guidance to the operator of how to
load the samples in a sufficient way. The algorithm will sort samples and racks according to the
prerequisites of server configuration.

The optimisation algorithm is built up of four “terms” or weights. The first is a vector
multiplication that will generate a scalar. The scalar gives information about how well this
specific machine can do the tests without loosing too much ImmunoCAP types of one kind and
thereby reducing the ImmunoCAP spectra of tests. The second term yields a penalty depending
on the number of different tests. The third term is a penalty that is included when a machine is
not able to make all required tests. The fourth is a queue penalty factor, depending on the queue
length to the machine.

The CS can be looked on as a distributed scheduler agent in the way the distribution of samples
and racks are done. In “Peh, Anada, The design and development of a distributed scheduler
agent” this is described for distributing work on a computer, but it can be applied to the
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optimisation problem here. [15] A load weight consists of the parameters relevant to the
problem. The weight tells how well the job suits the machine according to the resources and
queues. The same situation appears in the CS optimisation, where a weight is calculated
according to how well the job suits an instrument. The local information module would consist
of the virtual VLS or UC100, Cluster information module would be the optimiser and Global
information module the CJS and Windows handler. The information policy would be different,
because of differences in the included objects, but the similarities are considerable.

Pharmacia Diagnostics has a number of different tests. Not only specific allergens but also mixes
of a group of allergens exist. This brings the total number of possible tests to about 600. To
visualise these tests, the tests are presented in a vector (array), see Figure 10, where each vector
element represents a specific test and the number of tests of that type required by that sample or
rack. A rack vector is a sum of sample test vectors. The elements are grouped into separate
sections depending on the method position in the vector. The machine test vector is built up in
the same way, in this case the number stands for the number of ImmunoCAPs stored of a
particular type. In the UC100, ImmunoCAP storage doesn’t exist; here the machine vector is
binary. “One” if the instrument can proceed with the method and “zero” if it cannot.

Figure 10. The vector and its order.

4.1.1 Parameters in optimisation
The parameters needed in the optimisation are “ImmunoCAP storage”, what method is loaded,
the “queue length” of tests, “free” sample test vector and the rack vector. (After every distributed
object, the optimiser reduces the storage so that only the possible ImmunoCAP storage is actual
and upgrades the queue to the distributed instrument). In the UC100, the number of methods
used in the actual batch is also needed. (I don’t reconsider here the volume of solutions = number
of possible tests left of different methods in the instruments.)

4.2 Set-up for optimisation

4.2.1 Number of tests in a rack
In the optimisation set-up used in this section, the number of tests in every rack vector were
introduced into the system with 95 % confidence interval and with Poisson distribution with
mean value 5. The interval is then between 36≤x≤64 requests in a rack, when entered the first
time.

X = sample
X∈Po(5) there are 10 independent samples in a rack
10X∈Po(50) approximately N(50, 501/2)
λ0,025 = 1,96  [13]

Y = 64 tests/rack as a upper limit
This gives 36 as a lower limit.

When  “Autoimmunity” is run with the EliA-IgG method the value of tests for a sample is one.

S-IgE T-IgE    --- EliA-IgG

96,1

50
50 =−Y
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4.2.2 Optimisation term 1(scalar product)
In the VLS, the vector multiplication is done between a machine and a rack ((machinevector)T *
(rackvector)). This will give a high number if there are match. In case the machines will have
different ImmunoCAP storage, this will influence on the scalar product. The figures below will
show the idea (observe Y-axis scale).

Figure 11.  Example on machine 1- and 2- vector and rack 1- and 2- vector.

Machine 1 is more specialised on specific tests, but machine two has more wide spectra of
ImmunoCAP types. Machine two can analyse both rack 1 and rack 2, but if it does that the
possible tests will run out faster for machine 2. Rack 1 has a better fit with machine 1, because
machine 1 will still have many ImmunoCAPs left stored for every test after analysing rack 1.
This will make a better use of the machines. The scalar will show how well a machine and a rack
match. Illustrated in Figure 11,  is a test vector with 30 possible tests. In reality this vector is 600
positions long. To reduce the scalar value a scaling of the machine vector and the scalar is
required. The scaling can be done in different ways. Logarithm is not preferable in this case
because log(0) is infinite negative. Resulting weights that are non-negative are preferable, thus
the square root was found to be more suitable.

4.2.3 Optimisation term 2 (Number of different tests in sample/rack)
To reduce the scalar which otherwise can grow large with many tests, the number of different
tests is subtracted from the scalar. This also reduces the favouring of large spread tests in the
optimisation, when scaling is done by square root.
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4.2.4 Optimisation term 3 (mismatch factor)
The machine is not always capable of analysing all the tests required. In that case, a penalty term
will be subtracted from the scalar according to number of missing tests. The rackvector is
subtracted from the machine vector and if the result is negative the penalty will be increased for
every negative term. In the UC100 case where individual samples are loaded, the machine will
get a penalty if a test is not possible to make.

4.2.5 Optimisation term 4 (Queuelength factor)
In optimisation term 4, the queue length is checked for the machine. A longer queue will yield a
larger penalty weight. Sometimes a rack is better suited for one machine, but is processed more
efficiently in a machine that has a shorter queue. By having a queue aspect in the algorithm, the
machines will work more equally. This will reduce the total processing time. In the UC100 the
queue penalty is different. The UC100 is batch fed so after a batch is filled up, the queue penalty
term should have a step (Heavyside function) for every filled batch in queue.

4.2.6 The combined terms, the optimisation formula
The terms will have different values depending on the situation. All four terms will contribute to
a weight. How these terms shall contribute to the weight is discussed further in the Results
section. The final optimisation formula will have the following appearance:

[]
x = Machinevector*Rackvector (  [][][]   *  [] = []  ) – #diff. tests - mismatch - queuefactor

[]
( # = number of)

The optimisation algorithm is calculated for all possible instruments and racks in the optimise
list. The rack that has got the best weight x will be placed in the machine queue to the machine
with best fit, copied to RequestList and erased from OptimiseList. Should x be to low (x<0) a
split of the rack is tested. After one round of optimisation, the optimiser updates its parameters
and repeats again until there are no racks or samples left to distribute.

To move samples and racks through the system faster, a priority is put to every sample and rack.
This priority is upgraded if a rack or a sample needs to be re-entered into the system again by the
optimiser. These will then get precedence in the queue insert. It is noticeable that this doesn’t
lead to any change in the optimisation algorithm.

4.3 Split rack
Investigate every sample in the rack against every UC100. If a sample contains autoimmune-
EliA tests, the samples will be distributed to a UC100 with this configuration. Else, check the fit
against the VLS and against the UC100 to be able to make the decision of where the sample fits
best. If it is the VLS, the samples must remain in rack, else the rack will be split. Check the rest
of the rack if it fits better now to a VLS or not. If not, take a new sample from the rack and check
the fit. When a rack is split, the sample is placed in the sample RequestList and the OptimiseList
and the rest of the rack is updated in RequestList and OptimiseList.

4.4 Other VLS optimisation comments
When a rack has high priority the situation can occur that the priority rack can take tests from
another rack (the instrument makes the tests it can on every sample and when there is a shortage
of ImmunoCAPs,  a priority rack can ‘take’ the tests that are suited to another rack). That would
not be possible if the FIFO would rule. Therefore before the rack is placed in the queue, a check
is done if more tests could be done. The rack is cross-checked between the CAPstorage as it was
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in the beginning and then corrected for the actual CAPstorage situation. If they are different, a
major check of the queue is necessary. If there is a rack in queue with lower priority that has got
this test (start searching last in queue), then that one must get a change in CopyTestVector (see
5.9) in the RequestList, because the object is saved there until it is ready. If there are no racks in
the queue that has got that test, the explanation is that a rack with the test has passed the bar code
reader or a rack with larger priority has got it. Then the priority rack can not have more tests
done.

The immunoCAP storage in a VLS instrument can be read any time. Before every optimisation,’
the VLS ImmunoCAP storage will be read and the tests that shall be done in the instrument that
has passed the bar code reader. This data will be updated in a virtual VLS instrument. The queue
with racks to the VLS will remain intact in CS.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

The CS will handle both single samples and racks. Therefore the program is divided in two with
lists and functions for single samples and racks. The C++ code presented in this report is not
completed yet. But the code does, however, show the main features of how CS will work.
Descriptions of some important objects, lists, and functions are presented in this section, for code
se Appendix 12.4. The optimiser, SampleRack, ListElem and VLS are more implemented and
debugged than the other objects. The work on implementation was focused on dealing with one
round of optimisation.

5.1 Development environment
The development environment is Microsoft Visual C++. I have tried to make the code as general
as possible, so there are few ready-made classes taken from Visual C++. The program can then
be run in a UNIX environment. Another reason for not using ready-made classes in Visual C++,
was to keep awareness of the programming high in every part of the CS-production.

5.2 Windows handler
The Windows handler catches events and trigger processes in the Central Job Scheduler that will
make the actions in the CS. The handler will master the communications in the whole system.
Producing this program is out of the scope of this thesis, because this object will do the
communication with the environment and that would take to much time to get into.

5.3 Central Job Scheduler
The Central Job Scheduler (CJS) is the main class that will execute all the events coming from
the Windows handler. Here follows a description of some of the main functions.

InitProblem
Description: To start up the problem. Creates Scheduler, Optimiser, virtual machines, queues,

and storage.
Inparameters: the number of instruments, the immunoCAP storage and methods in every

instrument.
Returntype: InitProblem is a void function.

RackReadyPipette
Description: This function catches if a rack in a machine has been pipetted. It then calls

SampleReadyAnalysed to check if the rack has got any tests that have not been
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conducted. If so, the rack will be sent to Priority to increase priority in the objects
and then ReRun. If rack is finished nothing happens.

Inparameters: Rack id
Return type : Void

RackInMachine
Description: This function catches the information that a rack has passed the bar code reader in

a machine. The rack will then be removed from that machine queue with
MachinePopQueue.

Inparameters: The function will have the rack-id as an input parameter.
Return type : Void

UC100SampleInMachine
Description: Eventual function. This function can ask the user and catch if the new batch is

loaded. If a new batch is loaded,  MachinePopBatch will be called.
Inparameters: Instrument number
Return type: Void

Reported
Description: When a sample analysis is finished and accepted it gets reported. This function

catches that and removes samples/racks from the RequestList.
Inparameters: Input is the sample id.
Return type: Void
ReAnalyse
Description: If the user wants to reanalyse a sample/rack. Checks in the RequestList, upgrades

priority and calls the function ReRun.
Inparameters: Rack or sample input.
Return type: Void

SampleReadyAnalysed
Description: Checks if a Rack/Sample has any more tests to be done. Summarises the copy test

vectors in every sample that already is reduced with the tests done.
Inparameters: Rack or sample input.
Return type: Integer

UC100Ready
Description: Catches when the UC100 instrument is ready and report samples. Will check

every sample if SampleReadyAnalysed. If a sample gets ‘yes’ nothing else will be
done. If not done Priority and ReRun is called.

Inparameters: Sample input.
Return type: Integer

ReRun
Description: A function that places an object in the OptimiseList and starts the optimisation.
Inparameters: Sample- or Rack- list element input.
Return type: Void
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ScheduleFinished
Description: Can be done by the operator, the system, and the Windows handler. Checks if

there are any Racks/Samples left in the RequestList; if not the user will be asked
if terminating the CS should be performed. The CS can be restarted any time, for
instance the next day.

Inparameters: None
Return type: Void

StartSchedule
Description: Catches if the user wants to schedule the samples/racks that are not scheduled.

Calls the RequestPoolReader to check if there are more requests, then starts
RunScheduler.

Inparameters: None
Return type: Void

RunScheduler
Description: Is a function that starts scheduling new samples/racks. It transfers the

SchedulerList to the OptimiseList and deletes all elements in the SchedulerList
and starts the optimiser.

Inparameters: none
Return type: Void

Result
Description: A result handler that will print out the result of the optimisation, get information

on the queues from the virtual machines and it can write in the file ResultLog.

Default
Description: An error handler in some way. For example if a test cannot be analysed in the

instrument cluster.

Status
Description: A status handler to handle the running or not status of a machine. If “status off”

the operator receives the question if the machine will be running soon or if the
queue should be redistributed or loaded with samples/racks.

Inparameters: Instrument number
Return type: Integer

Emergensychedule
Description: If status down and the operator wants to reschedule the samples/racks in the

queue of that instrument. Puts the queue objects in the optimiser list and removes
this instrument as an alternative instrument and starts the optimiser.

Inparameters: Instrument number
Return type: Void

5.4 RequestList
RequestList is the CS register. Here all the rack and free samples are registered that are in the
system. When a sample is reported and finished, the sample will be erased from the system. In
casea this makes the actual rack empty it will also be deleted from the system.
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RequestList
Description: Two linked lists for the CS to register all free samples and racks. To have control

of  the system (to be able to increase priority).

RequestPoolReader
Description: A function that reads new requests, checks if the request object already exists in

the RequestList and in that case adds the requests to the copy test vector and
reruns the object. The more normal procedure is otherwise that the new requests
are placed in the scheduler (see appendix 12.3 list handling).

Inparameters: Instrument number
Return type: Void

IncreasePriority
Description: Upgrades priority for a sample and rack as an in parameter. Has importance in

queue position, where the one with high priority will go ahead in queue.
Inparameters: sample or rack object
Return type: Returns a sample or rack object.

5.5 Scheduler
An object whose only task it is to collect all the rack and free samples that are new. It is not
optimised in the system yet. There are two reasons why the Scheduler exists. One is that when
the operator wants to optimise new racks and samples they are stored in one place and the second
is that the objects to optimise are created so the optimisation will take less time.

SchedulerList
Description: Two linked lists with all the Samples/Racks that will be analysed (SchedulerRack,

SchedulerSample).

InsertOptimiseList
Description: This void function inserts objects in the OptimiseList.
Inparameters: Takes a pointer to a linked list or an object as inparameter.
Return type: Void

EmptyList
Description: Deletes the list with Sample/Rack until it is empty.
Inparameters: List inparameter
Return type: Void

5.6 Optimiser
Tries to find a good solution/guess of how the samples and racks are best configured. Iterates
until there are no samples or racks left in the OptimiseList.

OptimiseList
Description: Here all single samples are link-listed in OptimiseSample and racks in

OptimiseRack that will be optimised.

SplitRack
Description: If (scalar – penalties) < LimitSplit then tries to split the rack. Tries one sample at

the time and see what happens to the sum. The Samples that are taken out from
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a Rack are placed in the Free sample OptimiseList. This is also put in the
resultLog.

Inparameters: Gets a reference rack as an input parameter.
Return type: Void

TakeMaxOptimiseList
Description: Places the optimised sample/rack in a specific Machine queue and removes

 it from  the OptimiseList.
Inparameters: Pointer to a sample or a rack and a machine number as input.
Return type: Void

Scalevektor
Description: Scales the vector so that the scalar won’t be so high.
Inparameters: Reference parameter of the vector.
Return type: Void

VectorMult
Description: Does the vector multiplication.
Inparameters: Two vectors
Return type: Returns an integer scalar

MisMatch
Description: Tells number of different mismatch.
Inparameters: Two vectors
Return type: Returns an integer, number of mismatch.

OptimiseSum
Description: Counts the optimisation sum for a rack/sample in the OptimiseList for every

possible machine.
Inparameters: Takes the different terms in the optimisation as in parameter.
Return type: Returns a double, a weight.

AskMachineVector
Description: Asks the machine how the ImmunoCAP store is configured.
Inparameters: Takes a vector and copies the actual information.
Return type: Void

AskQueCAP
Description: Keeps in order the tests to be done at one instrument by summarising all rack

vectors in a queue by calling the QueSumVec in the VLS object and returns the
number of tests and the sum of rack vectors as a reference.

Inparameters: Instrument number and a vector reference.
Return type: Returns an integer, the number of tests.

QueueCheckUC100
Description: Checks the queue length of a sample and tests and returns a queue penalty. Calls

the MachineQueue, the MethodQueueCheck and the SumTest.
Inparameters: Instrument number.
Return type: Returns an integer, the queue penalty.
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ReduceVectorSample
Description: Reduces Samplevector for every element in a selected rack and puts the result in

the CopyVector. Means that a preliminary reduction of tests that will be done by
the machine is done.

Inparameters: Take three vectors as in parameter (one reference for the result).
Return type: Void

TakeMaxOptimiseList
Description: Takes that rack that MaxRack has decided from OptimiseList and places it in the

machine queue with help of MachineQueueInsert.
Inparameters: Rack or a sample as in parameter.
Return type: Void

ResultLog
Description: Puts every result in a log file with a rack/sample and the id of the machine which

it became optimised to. The decision can also be registered that means rack or
free sample id and optimum terms, scalar and instrument number.

5.7 Virtual VLS
The role of virtual VLS is to keep valuable information about the real machine it represents such
as storage status etc and to store the queue to the machine.

MachineQueue
Description: Has the actual machine queue of racks stored in a circular list. The circular list

makes it easy to reach the first and last element.

CAPstorage
Description: Keep up on the ImmunoCAP storage. An array.

Translator
Description: Translates the ImmunoCAP storage at the VLS to a vector. This might be done in

the Windows handler.

MachinePopQueue
Description: The instrument reduces the queue when it knows that the rack is in the machine.
Inparameters: Takes a rack as in parameter and deletes the object in the queue.
Return type: Void

QueSumVec
Description: Summarises all rack vectors in a queue and returns the number of tests. It has a

vector reference as in parameter which will give the result of summation of
vectors in a queue.

Inparameters: Pointer to a list and a reference vector for result
Return type: Returns an integer, the number of tests

Status
Description: Instrument on or off.
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5.8 Virtual UC100
Same as the VLS, but with no ImmunoCAP storage information. The UC100 also stores the
number of methods and number of tests used in the queue (the methods of the first possible
batch). It is easier to have these variables than to iterate them each time. The UC100 vector is
binary with 1 for possible methods and 0 for methods not possible.

MachineQueue
Description: Has the actual machine queue of samples stored. Observe that other objects fill

the queue.

MethodQueueCheck
Description: Checks the number of methods used in the queue (maximum 4) in every batch

and gives the variable methods the amount. Summarises the sample vectors in the
queue and checks the elements in vector for different methods.

Inparameters: Pointer to a list
Return type: Returns an integer, the number of different methods.

SumTest
Description: Summarises the vector elements for samples in the queue and adds methods*2.

OBS QC should be able to run and a whole calibration curve with 12 tests done.
Inparameters: Needs a pointer to the queue as a parameter.
Return type: Returns an integer, the number of tests in queue.

Status
Description: Instrument on or off.

TranslatorUC100
Description: Translates the possible tests at the UC100 to a vector (one at a position means that

the instrument can do the test).

MachinePopBatch
Description: Reduces the queue, tests and methods with the batch that the instrument analyses.

Two alternatives.
Alt1: The Windows handler verifies that this batch will be loaded.
Alt2: It waits until the samples are reported from the UC100 until they are erased
from the queue.

5.9 Virtual Sample
The smallest unit in the system. Contains following information variables:

RId = Rack Id ; SId = Sample Id; TestVector = A vector with the requests of tests;
CopyTestVector = A vector with the tests left to do; Prio = Priority

5.10 Virtual Rack
A cluster of 1-10 samples. Contains the following information variables:

RId = Rack Id; Prover = Array of pointer to samples; Prio = Priority;
RackSumVec = A summation of all Sample CopyTestVector that the rack contains.
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6 RESULTS

6.1 Optimisation constants
Prestudies of optimisation constants have been made in Microsoft Excel. To be able to adapt the
constants, one must be aware of different kind of situations that can occur. The question is then
what kind of situations can occur and how they will be handled in the algorithm. Let’s say that
we have a vector according to ex 1.

Ex 1:
------------------------------------------------- vector
and two VLS apparatus
-----------------                             VLS 1 covers this part
                         ----------------------             VLS 2 covers this part
and that we have a rack with tests configured
   -----                       ----- rack1

By eye it is easy to tell that the rack should first pass VLS 1 or 2 and then switch machine. But in
numbers you don’t want the rack to be split, the best thing to do is to run the rack in both VLS
apparatus. To be able to do this, the mismatch penalty cannot be too large. The mismatch can
also not be calculated in number of tests, but for the number of different tests to be able to work
this situation (Instead of 30 mismatch there are maybe 8).
   In another case (ex2) there are two VLS apparatus, but the first VLS has a large storage for the
tests it contains and a mismatch is not affecting the score mentionably.

Ex 2:
---------------------------------------------------- vector
---------------         VLS 1

----------------------------- VLS 2
            -----         - rack 1
            -----                                           - rack 2
             - -          -        -  - rack 3

In example 2, the most desired situation would be to limit the change of instrument for rack 1.
The high score in VLS1 and the small mismatch penalty according to ex1 will make rack 1 to be
classified to VLS1 but it would better be analysed in VLS 2, because no extra moves of racks
will be done. But on the other hand, VLS 2 will keep up its wide storage for a rack with more
wide spread tests such as rack 3. Rack 2 contains a request that is not possible for the VLS. This
test could be the single and only test in a sample, but that is not for sure. The rack must first be
run in a VLS to reduce number of tests and then be split, because of the UC100 limits the
number of tests.

These examples illustrate the importance of limiting the machine vector elements. Therefore the
machine vector is fourth root of the machine vector and square root of the element product.
When reducing the value in this way the spread testing is favoured. To reduce this the number of
different tests to be made are subtracted from the scalar.
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When the rack is entered for the second time to the optimisation algorithm, the rack will either
match better or worse and then the rack will be split.

In Excel, a prestudy of rack vectors with 600 elements were multiplied with instrument vectors.
The rack vector maximum were done with 64 different tests and with maximum store in the
instrument vector (600 carriers with 16 solid phase = 9600 solid phase). Minimum score was
also calculated to avoid unnecessary split rack and to get the interval when the values of rack
vector multiplied with instrument vector equal the scalar is done. The scalar is scaled with the
fourth root of the machine vector and square root of the element product. The scalar in CS
algorithm can be from zero to 116,3 with this scaling. Subtracted with number of tests the scalar
can be up to 56,3. The mismatch constant will be proportional to the scalar. The number of
different mismatch tests is multiplied with the absolute value of the scalar and divided by ten.
The value is then subtracted from the scalar.

The queue factor is a difficult constant to determine before actual simulations have been done.
The VLS will have a capacity of 1000 tests per day. If the queue penalty is too high, this can
force the rack to unnecessarily split. When there are cases very similar to each other,  the queue
constant could be the deciding part. The longer queue to an instrument, the more penalties to
impose on new ones. A guess of a queue constant could be 1/250. The low constant will prevent
split of a rack but also be a part of the decision.

The decision formula will then be:

vlength = length of vector, R = Rackvector, I = Instrument vector, D = number of different tests,
S = sum, Opt = optimisation value, M = number of different mismatch tests, Q = queuelength
In the UC100 case, the root of the vectors is not needed because of a binary instrument vector
and a sample vector that mostly have one request of the same test. When optimising, the queue
parameter is of greater importance. The UC100 requires a break point at 48 tests. Here it is also
of importance how many methods that are represented in the batch. A heavyside function will
work as a queue penalty term. Where after every 48 tests in the batch, the penalty will be –2.

R = samplevector, N = number of tests in the actual sample, T = Number of different test
methods.

The heavyside function has integer variables and the division gives an integer answer in C++
that is multiplied with two. This will give a strong penalty when the instrument has got a full
batch. Mark that here is not split of sample any risk and therefore the queue penalty can be
larger. The queue penalty cannot be too large though because that prevents split of rack in the
SplitRack function.
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6.2 Vector test multiplication - A pilot study of optimising time for Cluster Scheduler
Vectortestmult is a program that creates five machine vectors and a number of Racks (1-420).
This program does not show the whole truth. The maximum Rack/Sample should be excluded
from the multiplication after every optimisation round. Here every vector is multiplied the
number of times as the amount of Racks. But in the Cluster Scheduler, there are more operations
to do in the loop, so this program is probably a good estimate of time for a Cluster Scheduler
optimisation. The vector multiplication is done with a computer configured with a Pentium II
350 MHz processor, 196 MB RAM and with Windows NT as operation system.  It is likely that
the VLS instrument will at least have the same processor capacity.

Table 3 and figure 12. Vector test multiplication time for the processor and number of racks.

As you can see in Figure 12, the time increases quite fast. If a summation of number of
ImmunoCAPs is done in the vector multiplication loop, the time increases with 3s for 300 racks.
This shows how sensible in time the system is to changes in number of operations in the loop.
The idea of my program is to schedule several optimisations and thereby the batches of racks and
samples in each optimisation schedule will be smaller than if all sample/racks during a day will
be optimised at the same time. When the rack is split into free samples, the amount of vectors
will increase, but when that happens most of the optimised racks are gone from the optimisation
and that means that it won’t affect the time. At lower numbers of sample/racks the optimisation
goes fast.

7 DISCUSSION

At a first look, this proble looked very similar to Karusell [7], where a lab gets samples, makes
different analyses and reports the result. This program is a pseudoparallel simulated problem
made in JAVA, therefore the natural thing was to make the same approach to Cluster Scheduler.
After finding out the parameters to the problem some kind of restriction was necessary. There
are many parameters and the two instruments are so unlike that it makes more practical to see the
problem in two parts, the VLS and the UC100 and then put them together. The more parameters
to the problem, the more complex the model gets. At this stage it was clear that the CS must be
somehow event driven. After limitation of the model, a pseudoparallel schedule for the CS was
made. One big difference in the CS is that the time in the simulation is not a direct parameter,
because the information is transmitted in another way. This is confusing in a pseudoparallel
simulation. By searching after different simulation techniques in [2-10], the queue simulation
seamed like the most appropriate even though lack of time comparing with other techniques.
There was still a problem of how to distribute the samples. Every instrument has specifications
and limitations that make the distribution of samples complex. Every instrument has its own
function (vector) that the samples or racks can be optimised to. That means several functions to
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optimise the samples to. This reduces techniques available (e g simplex method) A sample
cannot be analysed according to [8] a Central job scheduler. This CJS must be modified. In some
way the samples must be distributed and put in a queue system. Therefore the “Optimizer
support system” [10] is needed. A vector test multiplication was done to find out if my
optimisation algorithm was possible with a lot of vector multiplications for the processor. After
consulting Per Ågren (Phd stud at Dep of Systems and Control Uppsala University) he suggested
that my problem might be able to be made with conventional object oriented programming in
C++ instead of pseudoparallell simulation in JAVA. The simulation is event driven and doesn’t
include time as a direct parameter and then it is unnecessary to do the model pseudoparallel. The
CS project took a big turn to rebuild the model for C++ environment with a Windows handler to
master the incoming events in the simulation. The modelling into C++ resulted in three flow
schedules from different perspectives see appendix 12.3, the arrows explain the flow of racks
and samples in the Flow Schedule and in List handling. In the information between CS and the
environment there is the information in the textboxes that is exchanged. A more detailed list of
functions and objects necessary for the CS were also done and is presented in the implementation
part to visualise the model more concrete. By this stage more than half of my time in the project
was done. The planning of function and objects and their co-operation continued. The
implementing started and a vision of implementing the whole CS except the Windows handler.
This was a larger task to do than I thought. I realised this after two weeks and then tried to
concentrate on the optimisation and documenting part of the project, which also is a big task. My
implementing got messier by the time because of lack of experience in programming large object
oriented programs, but with more time this would be solved with another ground structure
without class friends and with clearer structure and role of the subclasses in the objects. I have
not got my simulation to work even though I’ve put a lot of effort on it. When looking back it
might have been the best to work with working components in Visual C++ and not try to
implement every detail myself. But with short of time I decided to implement in the way I’m
used to instead of learning the Visual C++ tools. Therefore to present anything more than my
model the prestudy in Excel about the optimisation algorithm and constants were made. The
prestudy gives a hint on the algorithm structure and how the rack in VLS and sample in UC100
should be scheduled in the instruments. This would otherwise be done with my working
program. More effort was spent to build up and specify the model to fulfil the demands so the
programming would be easier. The model had some lacks in the description of details.

Because of lack and difficulties with test data, a neural network is not a possible platform for
scheduling systems in this stage. The difficulties and lack depends on different test patterns in
the world and on the fact that the VLS is not developed yet. This means that it is difficult to
make a clustering of data that doesn’t exist and how to treat this information. My model will
therefore be a prestudy of the CS and a working algorithm, that will make decisions and schedule
the samples in a well thought-out way as possible without too much processor time to schedule
in the CS.  Data about operator time for different operations is not available and that affects the
time calculations of a sample/rack in the system.

The user might want to know the time when a sample has been analysed. But this is difficult to
foresee on account of operator time, and that system prerequisites change during a simulation.
When a sample/rack will be redistributed, the system looks different from the first distribution.
Normally the samples and racks are only distributed once, but the variance is too insecure to tell
the user a specific finish time.
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8 SUMMARY

The time in a degree project goes fast and the project modelling has taken me much time. The
effort of trying to implement the model,  has been shortenedd during time. To not have a
working simulation feels like a failure. The main thing is to have a model that can work. Perhaps
the implementation effort would have been easier if I had tried to use the tools in Visual C++
from the beginning, but the model was not totally complete so there would have been hard to get
the program show the real situation. On the other hand, the model investigation has been more
successful from my point of view and the largest effort has been to  do research on the model.
When searching at the Uppsala University article databases at Beurling library, books and on the
internet, mostly of the articles is about computer calculations and parallel servers. There are
some similarities with [15] in the optimisation and [19] in the simulation. [15] discusses the fact
that load weights exist in other optimisation problems and the information policy between
different objects in the optimisation. The simulation has been most difficult and much thought
has been devoted on making the CS model as concrete as possible. By using the information
available in the UDM, the simulation gets more accurate and can give the user the real picture,
better than building the model based on statistic distributions. The CS is in this case different
from other discrete event simulations. It does not need to keep up an event list or be concerned
with real time.

9 CONCLUSION

It is possible to make a Cluster Scheduler that will be able to distribute tests on an instrument
cluster in a smart way. The program can be made in C++ with a Windows handler catching the
events and treating the evens with procedures. There are some limiting types of information that
would make the life for the CS easier. In the UC100, there would be information on the samples
loaded in the instrument,  and information if a CAL curve is needed to be run in advance to help
the CS to schedule the tests. These are problems that will improve the model, but the CS can
handle the situations in other ways, but not as effectively.
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12.1 Cluster setup
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12.2 Parameterlist
A detailed list of parameters done at the first weeks



POSSIBLE PARAMETERS

id:

-The number of each allergy testing model machine clustered

-Sample tests (what allergy test should be done on this sample)

conf:

-The rack size (number of samples put together)
VLS #10, UC100 #1

-Number of methods
#11

-Number of methods per machine
VLS is able to make 3 methods and UC100 4 methods at the time
VLS can only work with 10 of 11 methods, UC100 with all.

-Batch or single sample feed system

-Number of possible tests
UC100 #48

-Information of the methods used on every specific machine.

store:

-Solid Phase carrier supplies
VLS: 600 ImmunoCAP, UC100: 48 CAP/Well

-Number of different Solid Phase left in the machine.

-Conjugate supplies, stop and development solutions - specific for each method used and
how much left.

-Calibration, CC should be adapted for the methods used in the machine

status:

-Is the machine working or not –means ready for a new batch or rack of sample.

Inner system parameters:

-Penalty terms for changing machine to finish test, that the sample can’t be tested on the
same mashine.



-Penalty for few possible tests left (only when not batch feed), CAP supplies

-Penalty for not be able to use all the methods in the machine park. All samples must be
compleately analysed.

-Penalty for changing method on a machine. Takes time to configure the machine (change
solutions and a new calibration curve must be done, which reduces the sample run).

-Make analysis queue for samples (batch or rack fed)

-If not all batches can be done at the same time, make full load machines and put the ones
that cannot be analysed for the moment in the queue.

Organising parameters:

-Should some machines be specialised on the mass testing and some be specialised on non-
common and large spread test.

-Find test combinations in previous history and make some standard method combinations
to avoid sample movement to another machine to finish the analysis (or changing method
after the first analysis). Is it possible to make an adaptive model?

-season of the year, (can be a parameter-pollen). Usuall method configurations can be
different.
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Flow schedule for Cluster Scheduler

The items within the elips are the system and windows handler that manageing the CS with
information and events. The schedule outside the elips is the Cluster Scheduler system.
The arrows show mainly the information flow of racks and samples in the system. The
thick arrows between Windows handler and Central Job Scheduler show the information
exchange of requests, processes and information.

The arrow to Scheduler is the flow of new racks and samples. When the new ones are
ordered to be optimised the objects in scheduler is transferred to optimiser.

The arrows between CJS and optimiser show the information flow of racks and samples to
optimiser and from optimiser splitrack information is transferred. Any request that will be
rerun will also take this way for faster flow through in the system instead of ending up
waiting in scheduler.

1) The information that these arrows show is the transition of optimised racks.
2) Number two show optimised samples

The dashed arrows show the information schematicaly from the real VLS and UC100
when the samples are ready analysed and continue in the system to the windows handler
and then transfer that event to CJS. The arrow to VLS and UC100 from the CJS is the
virtual process that the objects are removed from the stored queues when the instrument is
loaded with it.

WINDOWS
HANDLERPC OPERATOR

CENTRAL JOB
SCHEDULER WITH
REQUESTLIST

SCHEDULER

OPTIMISER

VLS

VLS

UC100
1) 2)



List handling

The request arrives to the windows handler. The request information is remade to a request
object that fits CS. The request is transmitted to CJS where the CJS check if the object
already is in the system. If it is the request is directly placed in requestlist otherwise to
Scheduler list. The Scheduler list is then transferred to Optimise list when optimisation of
new objects is actual. The optimise list transfer every optimised object (with modified copy
vectors of tests left) to both respective virtual instrument queue and the Request list.

The VLS and UC100 queue is reduced when the process of confirming object in
instrument happends. When sample or rack is ready analysed the windows handler transfer
the event to CJS where the SampleReadyAnalyse function check if the object is ready
analysed with the Request list. If not the object is placed in Optimise list and optimised
again.

PC Request pool Windows handler

Scheduler List

Optimise List

VLS
queue

UC100
queue

Request List

SampleReadyAnalysed

Central Job Scheduler

Start optimisation



Information between Cluster Scheduler and the environment

PC

Cluster
Scheduler

VLS UC100

Operator

Machine queue

RackReadyPipett()
Samp_RackInMachine()
Status()
CAPStorage()

Machine queue

Samp_RackInMachine()
Status()
UC100Ready()

Reported()
RequestPoolReader()

StartScheduler

Result()



12.4 C++ code

1 Central_Job_Scheduler
2 RequestList
3 Scheduler
4 SampleRack
5 ListElem
6 Main

A test main.
7 Optimiser
8 VLS
9 UC100




